
BRIEF OVERVIEW

BRAC University (BRACU) was established in 2001. It follows liberal arts 
approach to education which nurtures fresh ideas and gives new impetus in the 
field of tertiary education. It ensures a high quality of education and aims to 
meet the demands of the contemporary times. Building on BRAC's experience of 
seeking solution to challenges posed by extreme poverty, BRACU hopes to instill 
in its students a commitment to working towards national development and 
progress. BRACU is accredited by the University Grants Commission (UGC) and 
approved by the Ministry of Education, Government of Bangladesh.

BACKGROUND

SCHOOLS, INSTITUTES AND CENTRES
 BRAC Business School (BBS)
 James P. Grant School of Public Health (JPGSPH)
 School of Law (SoL)
 School of Engineering and Computer Science (SECS)
 Institute of Educational Development (BU-IED)
 Institute of Governance Studies (IGS)
 BRAC Institute of Languages (BIL)
 BRAC Development Institute (BDI)
 

 Centre for Climate Change and Environment Research (C3ER)

Centre for Gender and Social Transformation (CGST)
 Centre of Excellence for Universal Health Coverage
 Centre for Heath Systems (CHSS)
 Centre for Gender Sexuality and HIV/AIDS 

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
Department of Anthropology
Department of Architecture (ARC)
Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE)
Department of English and Humanities (ENH)
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE)
Department of Economics and Social Sciences (ESS)
Department of Mathematics and Natural Sciences (MNS)
Department of Pharmacy (PHAR)

BRAC UNIVERSITY OFFERS THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS:

 Bachelor of Architecture (B. Arch)
 Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
 BS in Computer Science and Engineering (CSE)
 BS in Computer Science (CS)
 BS in Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE)
 BS in Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE)
 BSS in Economics
 BSS in Anthropology
 Bachelor of Arts (BA) in English
 Bachelor of Laws (LLB Hons)
 BS in Physics
 BS in Applied Physics and Electronics
 BS (Hons) in Pharmacy
 BS in Mathematics
 BS in Microbiology
 BS in Biotechnology

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Executive MBA (EMBA)
MSc in Biotechnology
MA in English
MA in Governance & Development (MAGD)
Master in Disaster Management (MDM)
Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Master of Development Studies (MDS)
Master of Public Heath (MPH)
MSc./M.Engg in EEE
Master of Science in Applied Economics (MSAE)
Masters in Education Development (MED)
Postgraduate Diploma (PGD) in Educational Leadership, 
Planning and Management
Master in Development Management and Practice (MDMP)
Master in Early Childhood Development (MECD)

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS & CERTIFICATES
CISCO Certified Network Associate (CCNA)
English Proficiency & Development Course (EPDC)
IELTS (Exam Preparatory Course)
Certified Course in Disaster Management
Management of Land Acquisition, Resettlement & Rehabilitation (MLARR)
Post Graduate Diploma in Macro Economics Analysis (PGDMA)
TESOL (Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages)
Certificate and Short Language Courses in Spanish, French, Bengali, Arabic, 
Chinese and Korean
Certificate Course for Development Professionals (Dev-Pro)
Certificate in Construction Management
English Language certificate Course for Teachers and Trainers
Customized courses & workshops for corporate institution

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

“Towards A Successful Life...”

www.bracu.ac.bd | info@bracu.ac.bd | Phone: +88-02-8824051-4 
Information Desk: +88-02-9853948-9 | Fax: +88-02-8810383

A COMPLETE APPLICATION PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Total Tk. 48,000/-

1. Complete the 'Application Form' @ www.bracu.ac.bd/apply
2. Pay admission fees to any branch of BRAC Bank or bKash.
3. Upload scanned passport size colored photographs, all certificates, mark sheets, testimonials/letters of 
recommendation from Institution last attended and other relevant information.

- Admission Fees 15,000/- (One Time)
- Computer Lab Fees 2,000/- per semester
- Student Activity Fees 1,000/- per semester
- Library Fees 1,000/- per semester
- Registration Fees for 2 courses (6 Credits) 27,000/-

- BBA 4,500/-
- BSc in Computer Science 4,500/-
- BSc in Computer Science & Engineering 4,500/-
- BSc in Electronics & Communication Engineering 4,500/-
- BSc in Electrical & Electronic Engineering 4,500/-
- BSc (Hons) in Pharmacy 4,500/-
- BSc in Microbiology 4,500/-
- BSc in Biotechnology 4,500/-
- BSc in Applied Physics and Electronics 4,500/-
- BS in Physics 4,500/-
- BS in Mathematics 4,500/-
- BA in English 4,500/-
- BSS in Economics 4,500/-
-         BSS in Anthropology                                                     4,500/-
- LLB (Hons) 4,500/-
- Architecture 4,500/- (Lecture Courses)
- Architecture  5,500/- (Studio Courses) 

Effective as of Summer '12 Semester
*(Subject to Change without Notice)

Non-refundable Fees*

Tuition Fees (per credit)*

There are three equal terms – Spring, Summer, and Fall. The duration of each term is 13 
working weeks. An additional week during each term is allocated for final exams. 

Usually, the Spring term commences in January, the Summer term in May and the Fall 
term in September. The Academic Calendar provides deadlines for registration, add/drop 

courses, withdrawals, exam dates, holidays etc. It has financial and academic 
implications.

SEMESTERS

· BRAC University (BRACU) is a 'Not for Profit' institution set up by BRAC – the largest private sector development 
organization in the world, committed to provide a learning environment that is of a global standard.

· The 'Board of Trustees' and 'Academic Council' are comprised of leading and renowned national and international 
personalities, both academic and professionals.

· The University Building is BRAC's own asset.
· The Chairperson of BRACU Sir Fazle Hasan Abed KCMG, had been awarded WISE prize, the world's first major 

international prize for education by Qatar Foundation in November, 2011.
· BRACU conducts a unique 'Residential Semester' (RS) to groom the students to be an asset for the nation and the 

society and to successfully compete in the global job market.
· Co-Curricular activities are considered to be essential for a comprehensive education and therefore, have unique 

development oriented programs.
· At BRACU, students get the scope of gaining real-life practical knowledge through visiting various development 

projects of BRAC, all over Bangladesh.
· The Bulletin of World Health Organization has featured The School of Public Health of BRACU as one of the six in the 

world promoting and practicing innovative higher public health education.
· BRACU provides 24/7 high-speed internet connectivity to all students. It has state-of-the-art Linux, Cisco laboratories 

as well as a video conference centre.
· BRACU is the only private university that offers online registration, advising and scholarship form submission.
· Ayesha Abed Library of BRACU is fully automated and well-equipped to serve a large number of users and has a 

huge collection of online journals.
· BRAC University offers a wide range of Scholarship/Financial Assistance programs and On-Campus part-time jobs for 

meritorious students.

- Modern class rooms equipped with multimedia projectors
- Big seminar halls
- All class rooms, labs and seminar halls are air-conditioned
- Backup Generators and UPS
- Cafeterias within the campus
- Cyber library with sufficient work stations
- Vast physical infrastructure and the training facilities of BRAC spread all over the country
- Large Architecture studios
- Own ISP, Video-Conference Centre, Linux and CISCO Labs
- Well-equipped CSE, EEE, Physics, Pharmacy & Computer Labs
- Labs available for using at non-working hours
- Female Students' Hostel
- Residential semester at Savar Campus

FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT BRACU

“The mission of BRAC University is to foster the national 
development process through the creation of a centre of 

excellence in higher education that is responsive to society's 
needs, and able to develop creative leaders and actively 

contributes to learning and creation of knowledge.”

LIFE@
BRACU

MISSION

The goal of the university is to provide an 
excellent broad-based education with a focus on 
professional development for students, in order 
to equip them with the knowledge and skills 
necessary for leading the country in its quest for 
development. Along with this, the university 
provides an environment for faculty 
development to ensure a dynamic teaching 
environment. Faculty will be provided with an 
environment in which they can further their 
teaching-learning skills and contribute to the 
creation of new knowledge by developing and 
using their research skills.

GOAL
Scholarships
Performance Based: GPA/CGPA <3.7-up to 100% tuition waiver

Merit Based: On the basis of Performance in SSC+HSC and 
Equivalent Test-Up to 100% tuition waiver

BRAC-Ford Scholarship: Meritorious students from 
disadvantaged financial background-up to 100%

Tuition waiver and living allowance

Need Based: Meritorious students from disadvantaged financial 
background-up to 100%

Siblings/Spouse/Offspring category-up to 50% tuition waiver

BRACU employee's children-up to 80% Tuition waiver

BRAC UNIVERSITY

CHONDROBOT 2

[Undergraduate Program]
All candidates have to appear for a written admission test as instructed:

For Bachelor of Architecture (B. Arch)- written admission test in English, Logical 
Reasoning, Mathematics including Drawing.

Candidates for BBA, BSc in  Computer Science  Computer Science & 
Engineering  Electronics & Communication Engineering  Electrical & Electronic 

Engineering  Applied Physics & Electronics  Mathematics  Microbiology 
Biotechnology    written admission test in English, Logical reasoning and 

Mathematics.

Candidates for BA in English, LLB (Hons) and BSS in Anthropology- written admission test 
in English and Logical Reasoning. In order to qualify, candidates must pass each section. 

BSS in Economics, 

Physics   
Pharmacy -

[Postgraduate Program]
Tests are designed by respective departments.

Application for admission is to be made ONLINE
For additional information on application procedure, 

visit the website of BRAC University
at http://admissions.bracu.ac.bd

ADMISSION TEST

MEDICAL CENTRE

ADMISSION CRITERIA (UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS)
- Minimum GPA of 3.0 in SSC and HSC separately.
- Minimum GPA of 2.5 in O-Levels in 5 subjects and A-Levels in 2 subjects and total 6 

according to BRAC University scale. (A=5, B=4, C=3 & D=2)
- Candidates for Engineering and Physical Sciences must have minimum 'B' grade in 

Physics and Mathematics at HSC/others or minimum 'C' grade at A Levels.  
- Candidates with a break of study for more than two years, but not over five years, 

will have to apply to the Admission Committee stating reasons for break of study.

CAREER SERVICES OFFICE
‘Career Services Office' at BRACU provides guidance 
to senior students for internship and job placement 
and also conducts the Professional Skills 
Development Program (PSDP).

- On campus qualified Doctor is available 
9.00 AM - 5.30 PM on all working days.

- Has agreement with private hospitals for 
emergency treatment.

STUDENT COUNSELLOR
Student Counsellors are available at the 
Information Desk for providing detailed 
information regarding the admission 
requirements, procedures, scholarships 
and attend any queries of 
students/guardians from 9:00AM-5:30PM 
on all working days.
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